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AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCKS
AIRGIZMOS GARMIN 695, 696, 795, 

796, AERA XM ANTENNA DOCK
Here is the perfect companion to your new Garmin 695, 
696, 795, 796, or aera 560 and the AirGizmos Panel 
Dock. Designed to mobilize your costly XM antenna. 
It helps to maintain the clean look of a permanenet 
installation by organizing the antenna cable. Freely 
move ONE XM antenna from location to location, 
avoiding high costs of additional equipment and service 
subscriptions ....................P/N 11-09118 ...........$74.50

AIRGIZMOS GARMIN 396/496 
ANTENNA DOCK PREMIUM SET

Designed to mobilize your costly 396 or 496 XM 
antenna. It helps to maintain the clean look of a 
permanenet installation by organizing the antenna 
cable.  Freely move ONE XM antenna from location to 
location, avoiding high costs of additional equipment 
and service subscriptions. Kit Includes:  2 Cradles, 1 
Base, 2 Cables .................P/N 11-09119 .........$116.75

AIRGIZMOS GARMIN ANTENNA DOCK 
696/796 PREMIUM SET

Designed to mobilize your costly Garmin 696 or 796 
XM antenna. It helps to maintain the clean look of a 
permanenet installation by organizing the antenna 
cable.  Freely move ONE XM antenna from location to 
location, avoiding high costs of additional equipment 
and service subscriptions. Kit includes: 2 cradles, 1 
base, 2 cables. .................P/N 11-09121 ...........$99.75

AIRGIZMOS GARMIN 696/796
PREMIUM BEAN BAG SET

Designed to mobilize your costly Garmin 696 OR 796 
XM antenna. It helps to maintain the clean look of a 
permanenet installation by organizing the antenna 
cable.  Freely move ONE XM antenna from location 

to location, avoiding high costs of additional equipment and service 
subscriptions.  Kit includes: 1 cradle, 1 base, 1 bean bag, 2 cables.
 P/N 11-09122 .........$129.95

AIRGIZMOS GARMIN 396/496 PREMIUM 
BEAN BAG SET

Designed to mobilize your costly 396 or 496 XM antenna. 
It helps to maintain the clean look of a permanenet 
installation by organizing the antenna cable. Freely 

move ONE XM antenna from location to location, avoiding high costs of 
additional equipment and service subscriptions.   Kit includes:  1 cradle, 1 
base, 1 bean bag, 2 cables. .........................P/N 11-09120 .........$133.80

AIRGIZMOS IPAD MINI | IPAD AIR KNEE DOCK
AirGizmos Knee Dock has the ability to adjust the angle 
of the iPad mini for best viewing angle. This feature 
cuts down on glare and increases the enjoyment of 
using the amazing iPad mini in the cockpit.
Mini 3 ................................P/N 11-12097 ...........$76.85
Mini 4 ................................P/N 11-15458 ...........$74.95
iPad Mini 1/2/3 .................P/N 11-12097 ...........$76.85
iPad Mini 4 / 5 ..................P/N 11-15458 ...........$74.95
iPad Air 1/2 + iPad 9.7 .....P/N 11-16173 ...........$69.95
iPad Pro 10.5 ...................P/N 13-23579 ...........$74.75
iPad 11 .............................P/N 13-23580 ...........$74.63
iPad Pro 12.9 ...................P/N 13-23581 ...........$74.63
iPad AirMount ...................P/N 13-23582 ...........$74.63

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK
SMALL MOUNTING RAIL KIT

For use with small format Panel Docks: 496 Panel 
Dock, AV8OR Panel Dock, AERA Panel Dock, etc.  
Mount	 the	 Panel	 Dock™	 when	 you	 don’t	 have	 any	
existing radio stack space available.
 P/N 11-12093 ...........$13.95

AIRGIZMOS IPAD MINI PANEL MOUNT
Designed to be screwed to a panel using a standard instrument 
mounting holes. The iPad mini snaps in and is held securely. 
Length: - 5.53 inches  Height: - 8.18 inches  Depth: - 1.76 in
 P/N 11-12096 ...........$57.95

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK
LARGE MOUNTING RAIL KIT

For use with large format Panel Docks like the Garmin 
695/696 and Bendix King AV8OR ACE.  Mount the 
Panel	Dock™	when	you	don’t	have	any	existing	radio	
stack space available. ......P/N 11-12095 ...........$18.95

AIRGIZMOS AIRMOUNT- MOUNT ONLY
Finally there is a flexible mounting solution for tablet 
devices. You can leave your tablet in the protective 
case and still secure it in the aircraft. The AirMount 
adjusts on three sides, holding your tablet device in any 
orientation.  With several mounting options available to 
use with the AirMount, this is possibly our most flexible 
mounting solution yet. ......P/N 11-14561 ...........$26.50

 AIRGIZMOS AIRMOUNT
WITH FIXED MOUNT

This device has mounting holes that are the same as a 
standard 3 1/8” instrument. That means you can use an 
existing instrument hole and mount one of our surface mount 
devices to your panel. .........P/N 11-14564 ...........$43.90

AIRGIZMOS AIRMOUNT WITH SUCTION MOUNT
The AirGizmos Suction Mount holds your iPad securely 
using a heavy duty suction cup to attach it to your 
windshield or any other smooth surface. Our Suction 
Mount is designed to be used in rental aircraft or in 
planes that do not have enough panel space for one of 
our panel mount solutions.  Included with the Suction 
Mount are three different lengths of extension arms: 1”, 
2”, and 3”, to accommodate just about any mounting 
situation.  ..........................P/N 11-14562 ...........$52.80

 AIRGIZMOS AIRMOUNT WITH TILT MOUNT
If you need to mount your iPad mini or iPad air in your 
plane this might be the solution you are looking for. The 
base mount is designed to be screwed to a panel using 
a standard instrument mounting holes. The iPad snaps 
in and is held securely. .....P/N 11-14563 ...........$52.80

AIRGIZMOS IPAD MINI 4 PANEL DOCK™
Your iPad mini4 can finally have the prominent position 
on your panel that it deserves! Included is a cooling port 
on the back of the iPad mini4 Panel Dock™. This port 
is compatible with standard avionics cooling fans if you 
decide you want to use this feature.  The iPad mini4 
Panel Dock™ is designed to work with the existing 
Angle Adapter. Radio stack compatible at 8.0”H x 
6.25”W x 1.32” D / 4.4 ounces. Fits the same opening 
as the 696/796/iFly Panel Docks.

 P/N 11-14355 .........$124.95

   AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK
FOR GARMIN 695/696

Securely mounts the Garmin GPSMap 695/696.  
Designed to allow quick and easy removal of your 
portable GPS. Made from durable, high quality plastic 
similar in appearance to the GPS itself. Gives your 
instrument panel a professional, finished look.
Garmin 695/696 Panel Dock ..P/N 11-09439 ...$179.95
GPSMAP Angle Adapter ........P/N 11-07310 .....$47.95

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK FOR 
THE GARMIN AERA SERIES

Fits the aera 500 GPS like a glove.  Replaces the 
496 Panel Dock without modifying the panel.  Installs 
easily in a standard 6.25" opening.  Allows quick and 
easy removal of your portable GPS.  Includes an 

integrated actuator for the power button.  Gives your instrument panel a 
professional, finished look. ..........................P/N 11-08321 .........$124.95

AIRGIZMOS GARMIN AERA AND 
696 GXM-40 ANTENNA AERO DOCK
Here is the perfect companion to your new Garmin 696 
or aera 560 and the AirGizmos Panel Dock. Now you 
can move the XM antenna from plane to plane, or from 
vehicle to vehicle. .............P/N 11-11289 ...........$72.75

 AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK FOR IPHONE 6 & 7 
Replace your aging Garmin handheld with an iPhone 
running your choice of flight software. It is made 
easy with the iPhone 6 & 7 Panel Dock being a direct 
replacement for your existing x96 Panel Dock.  The 
iPhone 6 & 7 Panel Dock fits in the same opening as 

the Garmin x96, and therefore can be used with the AirGizmos Horizontal 
or Vertical tilt adapters. ................................P/N 11-15229 ...........$73.95

AIRGIZMOS IPAD MINI | IPAD AIR KNEE DOCK
The AirGizmos™ iPad mini/air Knee Dock is our 
answer to the problem of needing an accessible place 
in the cockpit for the iPad mini and iPad Air. If you have 
become accustomed to using charts on your iPad mini 
or air, you will enjoy having immediate access right at 
your fingertips. ..................P/N 11-16173 ...........$69.95
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